
I have really come to love vinyl because of the 

ScanNCut. Sheets of vinyl always seemed kind of 

pointless to me. What would I even do with them? 

This was a question – until I realized just how much I 

can do with my ScanNCut and how far this versatile 

material can go creatively. From DIY car stickers 

to home décor projects, I can’t get enough of my 

ScanNCut and craft vinyl! 

This project is one I’m especially excited about, and 

I love it for a few reasons. First – it features one of 

the new Disney files now available for purchase from 

Brother Dealers. I love Mickey Mouse, so I was happy 

to create a project inspired by “the mouse.” Second – 

frames, mirrors, and other wall hanging home décor 

projects with vinyl sayings on them have become 

incredibly popular, but are often expensive or don’t 

quite suit my style. Thanks to the ScanNCut, with just 

a simple frame, I could create something customized 

to my home and style. 

Imagination has no limits, so I hope my tutorial 

inspires you to create your own home décor 

piece soon!

“Mickey Dreams”
Wall Hanging

May Flaum

MATERIALS: 
ScanNCut Machine and Standard Accessories; 

Disney (Mickey Mouse) File Set (Purchase 

required); Brother Black Craft Vinyl; Brother 

Vinyl Transfer Sheet; Clear Frame

step 1. 

Preparing your word art/phrase

To create a project like mine, open a document-making program on your computer 

(such as Word or Google Docs) and type your phrase or quote.

projects
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http://www.brother-usa.com/ScanNCut/DealerLocator.aspx
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step 2. Resize various words and change as desired, in both size and font.

step 3. 

step 4. 

Print out your phrase onto white paper. Place the white paper onto the standard 

mat and load into machine.

Scan your word art into the ScanNCut using the “Scan-to-Cut Data” mode.

Tip: Using a single font or have just a few 
words? The Brother Type Converter app is 
free, quick, and you can save your work as 
cut files! In my case, the fonts I wanted to 
use work better when scanned (overlapping 
cursive letters), but in many cases, it is quicker 
and more convenient to use the app.

http://support.brother.com/g/b/downloadlist.aspx?c=ca&lang=en&prod=hf_cm650weus&os=99
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step 5. 

Tip: If your scan didn’t come out great 
– try scanning it again! Sometimes 
this does the trick for me.

step 6. Once the image is set, select “Save to Machine.” Then, exit out and pull up the 

design by going to “Pattern” > “Saved Data” >> “Machine” and select the word 

art you just saved.

Adjust the image so that only your word art (and not the entire mat surface) is 

selected. Then make any necessary adjustments. This includes everything from 

“ignoring object size” (if small bits are bothering you), to adjusting the number of 

colors (if in “Color” mode) or sliding the greyscale (if in “Greyscale” mode) to fix 

any issues with your scan.
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step 8. Once everything is as you would like it, place your vinyl onto a standard mat 

and load into your ScanNCut. Set your cut blade to around “2”. (Do a test cut to 

confirm!) Then, cut your pattern out.

step 7. If any resizing adjustments are needed at this time, select the letters (use the 

“Multiple Red Square” button, then select “Area”, and then “Unify”) and unite them. 

Use the “Edit” screen to resize, move, or otherwise adjust words as needed. 
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step 2. Once the excess vinyl has been weeded out, begin with Mickey Mouse. Using a 

transfer sheet, press down onto Mickey Mouse to transfer from the vinyl backing to 

the sticky transfer sheet. Place onto frame as desired and rub firmly to adhere. Pull 

back the transfer sheet.

step 1. Take your vinyl that has been cut and remove all excess. This includes the centers of 

letters and all bits that you do not wish to include on your final project.

Assembling your project:

step 3. Open the Disney file by accessing your saved files (USB or wireless). Place onto 

the mat where you would like to have it cut, and then cut out the image.

step 2. Load a standard mat with vinyl into your ScanNCut.

step 1. Once you have purchased the Disney cut files, access and unlock via ScanNCutCanvas. 

Select the file you would like to work with, and either save to a USB or send wirelessly 

to your ScanNCut. 

Preparing Mickey Mouse
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step 3. Beginning with your final word(s), repeat the process of placing a transfer sheet 

over a word, rub to help the vinyl stick, lift, and place onto your frame. Rub firmly 

to complete the transfer and then repeat this step for all remaining words.

Optional: If desired, once all words have 
been placed, you could include any additional 
decorations (such as buttons) onto the frame. 
Small vinyl hearts or shapes, and anything else 
you’d like also make for great decorations!
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